
Lab Writing
Introduction:

(Work these 4 answers into a paragraph or two for your intro)
Purpose or question being asked:

Briefly explain what your experiment is going to be:

List the main physics concepts that are involved in this lab:

For each topic listed above, explain what you know about it already

Hypothesis:
(Work these two answers into a paragraph or two for your hypothesis)

What is your hypothesis (educated guess) for what the results of the experiment will be?

Why do you think that?

Procedure:
(The procedure section must explain, in paragraph form, how to set up and take all the
measurements you list here)

List the measurements that you will have to take in order to get your result

Data:
(This should be the general format for any data section)

Title for table
Some data More data

Make sure everything is
labeled and has units

1235 1388

7894 8498
Description of what is shown in table 1 (don’t talk about trends yet):



Title for graph

Description of what is graphed

Calculations:
Show the formula and one example, done out (like on a math test for each type of calculation you did (or
the computer did)

Analysis:
Looking at all the data there should be a number or a trend that occurs in a set of numbers that tells you

the answer to your overall question.  Bring this trend to the attention of the reader.

Conclusion:
(Work these 5 answers into 3 or 4 cohesive paragraphs for your conclusion)

Was your hypothesis supported or rejected by the data?

What number, or set of numbers, tells you for certain that it was or was not supported?

Discuss your result in as many of the following ways as possible:
 Did we learn anything new?
 Does this result make sense?
 Can you come up with an explanation for why the data came out the way it did?
 How could you take what you saw happen here and apply it to other situations?
 Do these results give us a clear answer to our question or do we need more information?

Error: Was there anything we assumed to be true that may not have been 100% true?  Or was there
anything that we didn’t account for that affected your results that would not be considered a mistake?

Extension: What experiment would you do next to learn more about these ideas?
(Cite outside sources, or if there were none say, “no outside sources”)

Your Graph goes here

- Make sure axes are labeled
- Make sure axes have correct units


